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Abstract 
On April 28,2004, RINPO was awarded the project for Qinshan 300Mwe NPP full 

scope simulator upgrade, the SAT (site acceptance test) was completed on June 30 2005 and the 
simulator put into operator training again. Scope of upgrade includes: computer system 
(DGI server and workstations) all replaced by microcomputers; G2 I/O controllers all 
replaced by RTP EIOBC; Unix-based simulation support environment replaced by 
RINPO’s PC-based simulation environment RINSIMTM, Instructor software replaced by 
RINPO’s PC-based instructor software with function and diagram redesigned; DEH, 
Feed-water control and some other digital control systems redeveloped to follow NPP 
modifications; desk-top simulator with soft panel control room developed as 
byproduct; most of the models not changed but it is planned the reactor core and PPC 
model will be upgraded in near future. 

SAT of upgrade demonstrates that the performance of the simulator much 
improved after the upgrade. 
 
1．Backgroud 

Qinshan 300 Mwe NPP is a prototype PWR power plant, which is located 
between Shanghai and Hangzhou, in Zhejiang Province of P.R. China, and it was 
connected with grid at the end of 1991. The Full Scope Simulator (FSS) was put into 
operator training at the fourth quarter of 1995. 

After nearly ten year’s operation, the FSS became unstable due to aging of 
computer systems and I/O devices that lead to reduced liability. Another problem is 
the apparent differences existing between reference NPP and the FSS due to plant 
modifications and changing operational characteristics.  

 To resolve all these problems, the Qinshan Nuclear Power Company (QNPC) 
decided to upgrade the simulator. The upgrade is planned in two stages; the upgrade 
of computer systems and I/O systems together with modifications of I&C systems is 
the first stage. The process model upgrade together with data modifications and 
tuning is the second stage. The first stage is included in the contract between QNPC 
and RINPO; the schedule for execution of second stage is not yet decided but 
supposed to be carried out in following years.    

   



 
2．Upgrade of computer systems 

All computer systems and network are required to be upgraded in this project. 
Microcomputer network was chosen as new hardware platform.  

Table 1 lists the computer system prior to and post upgrade.    
 

Table 1, computer system prior to and post upgrade 
 
SN Equipments Before upgrade  After upgrade 
1 Host computer SGI CHANLLEGE L HP DL380 G4 
2 IS computer SGI INDIGO DELL WORKSTATION 
3 Monitor computer SGI INDY DELL WORKSTATION 
4 Technical-support-center 

computer 
SGI INDY DELL WORKSTATION 

5 DEH computer COMPAQ 486/33   DELL WORKSTATION 
6 Generator monitor computer COMPAQ 486/33   DELL WORKSTATION 
7 Ethernet transceiver ST500/IEEE802.3 
8 GCI BUS transceiver GCI TRVR 
9 Interface controller G2（RTP6000/11） 

Upgraded by RTP 6700 
Ethernet IOBC system 

10 RTP Interface chassis UIOCRTP(7431/60）  
11 RTP IO Option Card ADC、AIO、DIO etc.  
 
3．Upgrade of simulation supporting software 

Before the upgrade, the simulation environment is a UNIX-base simulaton 
environment. It is required that microcomputer-based graphic simulation environment 
be used for the simulator. RINPO’s simulation environment RINSIMTM  was used as 
the new supporting platform. 
RINSIM™ modules or software are listed below: 
RedHat Linux Advanced Enterprise server V3 installed on Main computer and PPC 
server. RedHat Linux 9.0 installed on other computers; 
SIMBASE™ installed on the main computer;  
SIMIS™ for Instructor Station; 
SIMOS™ for Desk-top simulator Operator Station; 
SIMCUV™ for parameter trend monitoring; 
SIMDRAW™ for IS and OS diagram development; 
SIMGEN™ for Object oriented modeling; 
PPC client & server simulation software; 
Simulation tool for DCS or computer control system.   
 
3.1 SIMBASE™ - Simulator Software Supporting System 
 
SIMBASE™ is an integrated software system which supports the development, 
documentation, real-time execution, and testing of a complete simulator software package. 
It has the primary feature as follows: 



a) Full lifecycle support of a simulator 
b) Modeling with FORTRAN, C language are supported 
c) Unique global shared database of simulator variables, models and cross 

references 
d) Multi level of model, modularized program structure. User can only specify the 

top level models to be load, other models will be called automatically. 
e) Real-time execution environment support running and testing simulator at 

maximum 20 CPS.  
f) Also has the separated offline developing and testing environment for each 

user of a developing group. 
g) Using two levels management (official and user development system levels) to 

provide software protection. 
 
With it’s powerful capability, SIMBASE™ can provides a background supports for other 
tools of RINSIM™ family, such as SIMGEN™, SIMDRAW™, etc. 
 
3.2  SIMIS™  - Instructor Station Software 

The Instructor station is an advanced graphics driven system. It is programmed in C++ 
language and under object-oriented IDE tool on Linux OS. 

The basic capabilities of the Instructor Station are: 
1) Run/Freeze Simulator 

The Run/Freeze function allows the instructor to stop and restart all dynamic 
simulation. Run mode allows all simulation models to run and cycle at a pre-selected rate 
(real time, fast or slow time), and the mode can be set on Instructor station. 
2) Snap/Reset Initial Condition 

The snapshot function allows the instructor to record a particular simulator condition 
into initial conditions without interrupting any dynamic simulation that may be in progress. 
The initial condition can be categorized into Protected and Unprotected. The date, time 
and several critical parameters can be recorded with each snapshot and can be displayed 
on the Initial Condition List. Up to 1000 Initial Conditions are support. 
3) Backtrack 

The simulator recorded periodically its condition into backtrack conditions when 
simulator is either in Run or Freeze mode. This allows instructor to initialize the simulator 
to a previously recorded condition. By default, backtrack condition is recorded once every 
minute. 
4) Malfunction 

The instructor may insert a failure of any one or combination of components in any 
time and any combination by setting the malfunction of that component. Malfunctions may 
be introduced through an event trigger or a delay timer. For variable type malfunction, the 
instructor may also define the initial, final severity and the ramp up time of the malfunction. 
Except for the non-recoverable type malfunction, the instructor may delete inserted 
malfunctions at any time. 
5) Remote Function Manipulation 

The instructor station provides remote functions to control equipment or systems that 



cannot be operated from the simulated control board panels. Remote function may be 
designed as discrete states or as variable. 
6) Instructor Action Log 

Each action of the instructor such as reset of simulator to a special initial condition, 
insertion of a malfunction or a remote function, etc. may be recorded into a command log 
file. The command is tagged with the time at which the action supposed to occur. 
7) Operator Action Monitor 

Each action of the operator such as opening a valve with a switch controller on the 
control board panel will be recorded into a command log file. The command is tagged with 
the time at which the action occurred. 
8) Record/Replay 

Instructor can start Record procedure to record all actions of the simulator in log file, it 
can be used for repeat the exercises with Replay. 
9) Override 

Override function of the instructor station is for simulation of some panel instruments 
failure. Random noise on AOs will be considered as a special case of override. The 
maximum override number is not limited.  
10) Computer Assisted Scenario Exercise 

Instructors may write training exercise procedure and use it to complete the training 
course automatically. 
11) Simulation Diagram 

Simulator system diagram drawn with the SIMDRAW™ tool can be displayed on 
instructor station. Simulator instructor may insert malfunctions, overrides, and remote 
functions in graphic mode. With dynamic diagram instructor could monitor the states of the 
whole simulator. 
12) Miscellaneous 

- External variables 
- Time scaling selection 
- Switch check & instruments test 
 

3.3  SIMOS™ - Operator Station 
SIMOS™ is a useful graphical tool, which displays NPP system diagrams and virtual 

control panel instruments drawings. Operator or Instructor uses it to implement the same 
operations as that on hard panel of the control room. 

All the piping, flow process diagrams and 3D virtual panel instruments that are built 
with SIMDRAW™ may be displayed on SIMOS™. 

All devices such as switches, valves, and pumps, etc. may be operated through mouse 
or keyboard. The drawings may show dynamically process data, color changes, flash 
motion of water level, etc.  

Diagrams are designed according to specific purpose. Malfunction, Override to a 
component may be set on a hot spot of the diagram. Instructor may set or delete the 
previous setting as needed.  
 

SIMOS™ have the features as follow: 



1) Programmed in GNU C++ and with Kdeveloper IDE on Linux 
2) Flexibly installed and attach to SIMBASE™ environment. 
3) Advanced MMI with dynamic data acquisition display 
4) Zoom in/out of the drawing 
5) Popup operation window of most complex component 
6) Opened structure allows user custom their station MMI. Using SIMDRAW™ build 

diagrams and virtual instruments.  
 
3.4  SIMCUV™ - parameter trend monitor 

SIMCUV™ is a simulator parameter trend monitor with graphic MMI. Predefined 
parameters are listed in a tree list with variable name, description, type, etc. User can 
select one or more parameters in the list, the trend of those parameters are shown in the 
curve frame of SIMCUV™’s main window. Up to six curves may be shown in one page. 

Parameter may be recorded in a given period, one second by default, maximum four 
times a second. 

Other features of the SIMCUV™ are: 
1) Time axis can be altered from half a minute to eight hour 
2) Maximum and minimum value may be set by user 
3) Click of right mouse button on the curve frame will show a vertical line, the value of 

each curve on the spot where the curve cross to the line will be displayed on the top 
region of the curve frame.  

4) Curves can be Zoom in/out and Move alone the time axis  
5) Print of current curve page to a file or printer with color mode is supported  
  
3.5  SIMDRAW™ - IS and OS graphic editor 

SIMDRAW™ is a powerful graphic editor for diagrams and virtual instruments builder. 
SIMDRAW™ has a windows style tool with convenient speed button and menu. Static 
drawings of diagram or virtual 3D instruments may be designed with the editor. The 
graphic component library is well developed for most elements, and may be re-used from 
library frame window. Simple elements may be combined to a compound object. 
SIMDRAW™ have the features as follow: 
1) Programmed in GNU C++ and with Kdeveloper IDE on Linux 
2) Zoom in/out of the drawing 
3) 3D effect 
4) Object library can be added by user 
5) Drawings generated on SIMDRAW™ may be used for SIMIS™, SIMOS™, graphic 

modeling tools, PPC simulation, and computer control simulation. 
 
3.6  SIMGEN™ - Graphical Object-oriented Modeling Tool 

SIMGEN™ is a powerful graphical object-oriented modeling tool used for modeling of 
flow network, I&C system, and electrical network of the NPP.  

SIMGEN™ has following features: 
1) Multi Documents Interface (MDI) style 
2) Flying tools window of icon library, property, and project management  



3) Allow users to design any new component by themselves. Most objects used for 
developing simulators are provided in SIMGEN™ component library and may be 
re-used.  

4) Allow mixing any type of component in one schematic 
5) Allow compound objects construction  
6) Immediately debugging the schematic with the same appearance and dynamic 

parameters.  
7) For logical system, dynamic color may be shown for different status of signal line.  
 
4．Upgrade of I/O systems 

The distributed I/O is a data transfer system that provides communications 
between simulator I/O devices (such as controller, AO/DO AI/DI card, etc) and the 
interface module of the simulator computer. Though the interface hardware vary to the 
special products, it have the same frame : 
a) Using digital & analog I/O interface cards to change the signal 
b) Having Controllers to manage the I/O cards and the communication 
c) The I/O cards integrated into one or several Controller  

Communicating between Controllers and main computer through standard or special 
bus wire, such as Ethernet, serial, etc.   

The hardware of the I/O interface is generally the products of the third part 
manufacturer. In our case we choose I/O products manufactured by the RTP Corp.  

The I/O interface system composing of RTP7431/60 controllers and option I/O 
cards. Up to 8 controller rack connected in chassis mode. With the cables the 
controller rack connected from the first to the next one.   

Each controller has 20 slots for the I/O cards installation. Slot 1 to slot 4 are 
preserved for special control cards, one is the Universal Interface Card (UIC), another 
is the RTP6700 EIOBC card. The residuary 15 slot may be equipped with option 
cards, that are AI/AO cards, DI/DO card, and ADC cards as required. EIOBC card is a 
embedded intelligent control device for data transport between 7431/60 and external 
computer with maximam 10MB data transport rate. RJ45 and BNC connector are both 
provided. 

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 shows the interface structure before and after upgrade. 



Fig. 1  The interface system before upgrade 
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 Fig. 2  The interface system after upgrade 
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5．Upgrade of I&C systems 

In the first stage of upgrade project, the previous process models are required to 
be kept unchanged. But I&C systems are required to be upgraded to keep up with 
modifications of the power plant. The main modifications of I&C systems are DEH 
system, feed-water control system, CVCS make-up control system. The PPC system 
modification of power plant is not yet finished, so in first stage, the old PPC software 
is migrated onto new simulation environment. 

DEH in NPPs is for turbine control, at the same time for turbine operational data 
recording, storage and display. Simulation methodology of PPC and DEH is similar in 
MMI development. Main difference is, the control unit (DPU) should be simulated for 
DEH.  

In RINPO’s technology, SIMDRAW™ is tailored and expanded for specific PPC 
and DEH MMI development. For simulation of DPU of DEH, logic and control part 
of SIMGEN™ is used for code generation. As stimulation solution is much more 
expensive and difficult to maintain, the solution of DEH and PPC is “emulation” 
method.  

 DEH MMI code is running on a separate computer, connecting via Ethernet to 
the main simulation computer where the NPP simulation models and DEH DPU are 
running.  

Fig. 3 shows the Simulation Structure of DEH. 
The simulation program for DEH system gets the information of operative 

variables from the shared memory of simulation main computer, and simulates the 
control logic for DEH by full simulation approach using the configuration logic 
diagrams provided by DEH vendor, and modifies the data of displayed variables in 
shared memory. 

The communication service program gets displayed variables from shared 
memory of the simulation main computer to send to DEH client computer, and put the 
operative variables data from DEH computer into shared memory. 

At the same time, communication program at client also sends the modified 
operation variables in DEH operation station to the simulation main computer. 

 DEH operation station is the MMI of DEH, displaying all operation pictures. 
Operator can use mouse and keyboard to operate devices. All data will be put into the 
shared memory. All status display and setup can be achieved at the DEH operation 
station, including the database index, single variable, alarm index, history index and 
trending. 

Fig. 4 shows an example of MMI on DEH operator station. 
 



 
Fig. 3   the Simulation Structure of DEH 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4  an example of MMI on DEH operator station. 
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6．Summary 

The upgraded Qinshan 300Mwe NPP Full Scope Simulator is tested using the 
same standard as that for the old simulator. The ANSI/ANS-3.5-1993 was used for 
performance test. Acceptance procedures were developed for all modifications. Apart 
from new test procedures, old test procedures for steady state tests, transient tests and 
start-up and shut-down test were used to V&V. The factory acceptance test (FAT) and 
site acceptance test (SAT) last about three months. All tests demonstrate that with new 
simulation technology, the performance of the simulator has been much improved. 
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